Abstract: A Hom-structure on a Lie algebra .g; OE; / is a linear map W g ! g which satisfies the Hom-Jacobi identity: OE .x/; OEy; z C OE .y/; OEz; x C OE .z/; OEx; y D 0 for all x; y; z 2 g. A Hom-structure is referred to as multiplicative if it is also a Lie algebra homomorphism. This paper aims to determine explicitly all the Homstructures on the finite-dimensional semi-simple Lie algebras over an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero. As a Hom-structure on a Lie algebra is not necessarily a Lie algebra homomorphism, the method developed for multiplicative Hom-structures by Jin and Li in [J. Algebra 319 (2008): 1398-1408] does not work again in our case. The critical technique used in this paper, which is completely different from that in [J. Algebra 319 (2008[J. Algebra 319 ( ): 1398[J. Algebra 319 ( -1408, is that we characterize the Hom-structures on a semi-simple Lie algebra g by introducing certain reduction methods and using the software GAP. The results not only improve the earlier ones in [J. Algebra 319 (2008[J. Algebra 319 ( ): 1398[J. Algebra 319 ( -1408, but also correct an error in the conclusion for the 3-dimensional simple Lie algebra sl 2 . In particular, we find an interesting fact that all the Hom-structures on sl 2 constitute a 6-dimensional Jordan algebra in the usual way.
Introduction
The motivation to study Hom-Lie algebras is related to both physics and quantum deformations of Lie algebras, including the Lie algebras of vector fields. Quantum deformation of Lie algebras provides an important method for producing new algebras and is also one of the highlights of the research of quantum groups. The notion of Hom-Lie algebra was introduced by Hartwig, Larsson and Silvestrov in describing the structures on certain deformations of Witt algebras and Virasoro algebras [1] . A Hom-Lie algebra is an algebra with a skew symmetric multiplication and a linear map which satisfy the Hom-Jacobi identity. In recent years, many important results on Hom-Lie algebras have been obtained (see [2] [3] [4] [5] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] , for example). In particular, Jin and Li gave a description of multiplicative Hom-structures on semi-simple Lie algebras over the field of complex numbers [5] , in which the automorphism group theory of simple Lie algebras played a crucial role.
In the present paper we shall characterize all the (not necessarily multiplicative) Hom-structures on the finitedimensional semi-simple Lie algebras over an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero. A Hom-structure on a Lie algebra is a linear map on this Lie algebra which satisfies the Hom-Jacobi identity. A Hom-structure on a Lie algebra is referred to as multiplicative if it is also a Lie algebra homomorphism. The main result is that the Homstructures on the finite-dimensional simple Lie algebras must be scalars except on sl 2 . The Hom-structures on sl 2 are also explicitly characterized, which constitute a 6-dimensional Jordan algebra in a usual way. Let us close this introduction by formulating the main idea and technique used in this paper.
Let g be a simple Lie algebra and a Hom-structure on g. If is multiplicative, then is zero or an automorphism. Otherwise it is not a homomorphism of g and the method using the automorphism group theory in [5] does not work again. For x 2 g, to estimate the range of .x/, we introduce the notation CDC g .x/ WD C g .OEC g .x/; C g .x//; which is the centralizer of the commutant of the centralizer of x. From the structures of simple Lie algebras, one could expect that CDC g .x/ is very "small". By the Hom-Jacobi identity, it is easily seen that .x/ lies in CDC g .x/ (see Lemma 2.1). If dim CDC g .x/ D 1 for some x 2 g, then .x/ D x for some 2 F. We also introduce the notion of a commutant generating set for a Lie algebra. A subset s of g is called a commutant generating set if the commutant OEs; s generates the whole g. By the Hom-Jacobi identity, a Hom-structure is completely determined by its action on a commutant generating set (see Lemma 2.3). Thus it is important to find a suitable commutant generating set for a given simple Lie algebra and this is not a difficult thing in view of the structure theory of simple Lie algebras. Usually it needs a lengthy computation to determine dim CDC g .x/, especially when g is an exceptional simple Lie algebra. Fortunately, the software GAP [13] gives us a great help to determine all the Hom-structures on the finite-dimensional simple Lie algebras g.
Basics
Throughout F is an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero. Let us recall the definition of a Hom-Lie algebra. A Hom-Lie algebra is a vector space g over F equipped with a skew-symmetric bilinear multiplication OE ; W g g ! g and a linear map W g ! g satisfying the Hom-Jacobi identity OE .x/; OEy; z C OE .y/; OEz; x C OE .z/; OEx; y D 0
for all x; y; z 2 g. A Hom-Lie algebra .g; OE ; ; / is referred to as multiplicative if is also an algebra homomorphism: .OEx; y/ D OE .x/; .y/ for all x; y 2 g.
The Hom-Jacobi identity (1) is equivalent to the generalized derivation form:
OE .x/; OEy; z D OEOEx; y; .z/ C OE .y/; OEx; z:
Given a Lie algebra g, a linear map W g ! g is called a Hom-structure on g if (1) or equivalently (2) holds, which amounts to that .g; OE ; ; / is a Hom-Lie algebra. A Hom-structure on a Lie algebra is referred to as multiplicative if it is an algebra homomorphism. Clearly, a scalar map id is a Hom-structure on a Lie algebra for all 2 F. We write HS.g/ (resp. MHS.g/) for the set of all (resp. multiplicative) Hom-structures on a Lie algebra g. Then HS.g/ is a subspace of End.g/, while MHS.g/ is merely a subset of HS.g/. Clearly,
In this paper we are interested in determining all the Hom-structures HS.g/ on each finite-dimensional semi-simple Lie algebra g over F.
For our reduction strategy, we shall establish several technical lemmas. Recall that for a nonempty subset A of a Lie algebra g, D.A/ WD f[a,b]ja; b 2 Ag is called the commutant (derived set) of A and C g .A/ D fx 2 gjOEx; a D 0; 8a 2 Ag is called the centralizer of A. For x 2 g, write CDC g .x/ for the centralizer of the commutant of the centralizer of x, that is,
The following lemma is frequently used to characterize the action of a Hom-structure on a given point.
Lemma 2.1. Let g be a Lie algebra. Suppose 2 HS.g/ and x 2 g. Then .x/ 2 CDC g .x/:
Proof. For any x 2 g, by (2), we have The lemma above is frequently used to characterize the Hom-structure whose actions on certain fixed points have been known.
g i be a direct sum of finite dimensional centerless perfect Lie algebras. If 2 HS.g/,
Proof. Fix any i and choose any j not equal to i . Since OEg i ; g j D 0 and g j is perfect, we have
Since g j is centerless and j is arbitrary, it follows that .g i / Â g i .
Lemma 2.3 gives a global reduction of a Hom-structure and Lemma 2.4 reduces the study of Hom-structures on semisimple Lie algebras to those on simple Lie algebras. In the next section, with the help of the software GAP [13] , we shall determine the dimension of the centralizer of a subset of a simple Lie algebra. Since the GAP works only on the simple Lie algebras over the field Q of rational numbers, we establish the following lemma, which can be proved by the basic theory of linear algebra.
Lemma 2.5. Let g be a finite-dimensional semi-simple Lie algebra over F with Chevalley basis S and put
Hom-structures
According to the classification theorem, simple Lie algebras consist of
We shall separately characterize the Hom-structures on the classical types A D and the exceptional ones G 2 , F 4 , E 6 , E 7 and E 8 .
The classical Lie algebras
We write E ij for the matrix whose .i; j /-place is 1 and the other places are 0, where 1 Ä i; j Ä l C 1. The matrices
form a basis of g. To apply Lemma 2.3, we find a commutant generating set
Suppose 2 HS.g/.
.i/ Suppose l 2. In view of Lemma 2.1, we first determine CDC g .E i;i C1 /, where 1 Ä i Ä l. Since l 2, for any fixed i , we can choose t ¤ i; i C 1, k ¤ i C 1 and q ¤ i , where k ¤ q and 1 Ä k; t; q Ä l C 1. Then E kt , E tq 2 C g .E i;iC1 / and therefore
where
By a direct computation, we have C g .S / D FE i;iC1 . As
. By Lemma 2.1, we can suppose
Similarly, we can show that
To apply Lemma 2.3, we put D a 12 id. Then also satisfies (1) and
Hence we have a i;i C1 D a 12 ; which yields .
that is, .a lC1;1 a 12 /.E lC1;3 ı lC1;3 E 11 / D 0:
So we obtain that a lC1;1 D a 12 and then .E lC1;1 / D 0: Similarly, we can show that . where a; b; c 2 F: Hence we have HS.sl 2 / D span F fE 12 ; E 21 ; E 33 ; E 11 C E 22 ; 2E 13 C E 32 ; 2E 23 C E 31 g; which is a 6-dimensional subspace of End.sl 2 /. It is easy to check that HS.sl 2 / is a 6-dimensional Jordan algebra with respect the usual multiplication: ı WD . C / for all ; 2 HS.sl 2 /.
with l 2. Obviously, the matrices
form a basis of g and s D fE i;i C1 E lCiC1;lCi ; E kk E lCk;lCk ; E 1;lCj C1 E j C1;1 ; E 12 E lC2;1 ;
is a commutant generating set of g. Suppose 2 HS.g/.
.i/ Suppose l 3. Similar to the above, we first determine CDC g .E i;i C1 E lCi C1;lCi / for 2 Ä i Ä l. Since l 3, for any fixed i, we can choose j ¤ i C 1, k ¤ i and t ¤ i; i C 1, where
Hence we have
Choose q ¤ i 1 and k ¤ i 1; i, where 1 Ä q; k Ä l. Then
By a direct computation, we have
So by Lemma 2.1, we can suppose
.E 12 E lC2;1 / 2 F.E 12 E lC2;1 / and assume
.
To apply Lemma 2.3, put D a 23 id. Then satisfies (1) and .E 23 E lC3;lC2 / D 0: Substitute 
where 
with l 3. Obviously, the matrices
form a basis for g and s D fE i;lCi ; E i i E lCi;lCi ; E j;j C1 E lCj C1;lCj ; E l1 E lC1;2l ; E 2l;l j 1
For any fixed i , 1 Ä i Ä l, to determine CDC g .E i;lCi /, we choose j ¤ i , where 1 Ä j Ä l. Then E jj E lCj;lCj ; E j;lCj ; E lCj;j 2 C g .E i;lCi /: Similarly, we can show that
.E i1 E lC1;lCi / 2 F.E i1 E lC1;lCi /:
Put D a 12 id. Then also satisfies (1) and .E 12 E lC2;lC1 / D 0: Substitute
in (1), where 3 Ä i Ä l. Then we have a i 1;i D a 12 ; which yields .E i 1;i E lCi;1Ci 1 / D 0. Substitute
in (1). Then we have a l1 D a 12 ; which yields .E l1 E lC1;2l / D 0: Similarly, we can show that
where 1 Ä i Ä l: Then we have .s/ D 0. By Lemma 2.3, we know that D 0; that is, D a 12 id:
with l 4. Obviously, the matrices
form a basis for g and s D fE i;iC1 E lCiC1;lCi ; E 1;lC2 E 2;lC1 ; E jj E lCj;lCj ;
E l1 E lC1;2l ; E lC1;2 E lC2;1 j 1 Ä i Ä l 1; 1 Ä j Ä lg is a commutant generating set of g. Suppose 2 HS.g/. We first determine CDC g .E i;iC1 E lCiC1;lCi / for 1 Ä i Ä l 1. Fix any i and choose j ¤ i C 1, k ¤ i , j ¤ k and t ¤ i; i C 1, where 1 Ä j; k; t Ä l. Then E jt E lCt;lCj ; E t k E lCk;lCt 2 C g .E i;i C1 E lCi C1;lCi /:
where S D fE j k E lCk;lCj j k ¤ i; j ¤ i C 1; 1 Ä j ¤ k Ä lg. By Lemma 2.1, we can suppose
where 2 Ä i Ä l. Put D a 12 id. Then also satisfies (1) and .E 12 E lC2;lC1 / D 0: Substituting
in (1), where 2 Ä i Ä l 1, we have a i;i C1 D a 12 ; which yields .E i;i C1 E lCi C1;lCi / D 0. Similarly, we can show that HS.g/ D HS.sl 2 / D span F fE 12 ; E 21 ; E 33 ; E 11 C E 22 ; 2E 13 C E 32 ; 2E 23 C E 31 g: 
The exceptional Lie algebras
where S D fv 5 ; v 8 ; v 13 C 2v 14 g. By Lemma 2.5 and using the GAP, we know that C g .S / is a Lie algebra of dimension 1. The program code is gap> g W= SimpleLieAlgebra("G", 2, Rationals);; gap> b W= ChevalleyBasis.g/;; gap> R W= RootSystem.g/; <root system of rank 2> gap> CanonicalGenerators.R/I OEOEv:1; v:2; OEv:7; v:8; OEv:13; v:14 gap> K W= LieCentralizer(g, Subalgebra(g; OEbOE1OE5, bOE2OE2; bOE3OE1 C 2 bOE3OE2//; <Lie algebra of dimension 1 over Rationals > 
where S D fv 2 ; v 4 ; v 5 ; v 26 ; v 27 ; v 28 g. By Lemma 2.5 and using the GAP, we know that C g .S / is of dimension 1. The program code is gap> g WD SimpleLieAlgebra("F ", 4, Rationals);; gap> b W= ChevalleyBasis.g/I I gap> R W= RootSystem.g/; <root system of rank 4> 
where S D fv 2 ; v 4 ; v 5 ; v 6 ; v 17 ; v 38 ; : : : ; v 42 g. By Lemma 2.5 and using the GAP, we know that C g .S/ is of dimension 1. The program code is gap> g W= SimpleLieAlgebra("E", 6, Rationals);; gap> b W= ChevalleyBasis.g/I I gap> R W= RootSystem.g/; <root system of rank 6> gap> CanonicalGenerators.R/ 
Main results
By Propositions 3.1 and 3.2 we have the main theorem. Recall that a Hom-structure on sl 2 is identified with its matrix under the standard basis fX; Y; H g of sl 2 .
Theorem 3.3. Let g be a finite-dimensional simple Lie algebra over F.
HS.g/ D HS.sl 2 / D span F fE 12 ; E 21 ; E 33 ; E 11 C E 22 ; 2E 13 C E 32 ; 2E 23 C E 31 g:
By Theorem 3.3, we can easily compute the multiplicative Hom-structures on a simple algebra. we have 1 C a D .ii/ This is a direct consequence of Theorem 3.3(ii). 
